Letter Of Complaint – Using Public Infrastructure To Promote
Homosexuality
September 25th, 2019

Town Of Redvers
25 Railway Ave
PO Box 249
Redvers, SK S0C 2H0

Dear Town Of Redvers,
It has recently come to my attention that the Town Of Redvers has approved proposal to create a
‘rainbow pride crosswalk’ in our municipality. I am writing today to express my concerns that this type of
development (the utilization of public utilities/finances to promote homosexuality) may not be in the
best interests of our community. I am concerned that the Town Of Redvers’ decision to approve this
crosswalk will further enflame an already contentious issue.
Already, I have listened to a number of residents in Stoughton and Carlyle who have had similar projects
approved in their respective municipalities. In Stoughton, a flag promoting homosexuality was recently
torn down and burnt. In Carlyle, a crosswalk was recently painted rainbow colors as a similar gesture.
Both these instances have created discontent within their respective communities because, believe it or
not, the silent majority do not approve of the promotion of homosexuality at the taxpayers expense.
In addition, the decision to place this crosswalk immediately adjacent to the Redvers High School
demonstrates intention to target our children and youthful generations. Studies have shown that those
who identify as LGBT have statistically significant higher rates of suicide and depression. Normalizing this
narrative amongst children is very dangerous and we as a community must take the steps necessary to
protect them from it.
I am also aware that the Municipality Of Antler was recently approached by the Redvers Public Library to
request funding for a program aimed at promoting homosexuality/transgenderism.
This type of political agenda is entirely unacceptable in a community that values social cohesion, strong
family units, and the continuity of our nation (same-sex couples are biologically unable to bear children).
No government (whether municipal, provincial, or federal) should ever utilize public taxpayer resources
to promote homosexuality/transgenderism. You must understand: this is not a political movement that
has occurred spontaneously as a grassroots movement born from the common people, but as a topdown, heavy-handed tactic of the globalist establishment. This can be confirmed when you see this
development as something that is not unique to Canadian society but occurring in every Western
Nation simultaneously.

This decision will not only be opposed by a significant number of Redvers citizens, but may prove to be
something that fractures the social cohesion of our community. Regardless, the citizens of Redvers, and
wider Souris – Moose Mountain constituency can take solace in knowing that on October 21st they will
be able to go to the polls and vote for a candidate that pledges to put an end to the public funding of
homosexuality/transgenderism entirely.

Yours sincerely,

Travis Patron

Candidate For Souris – Moose Mountain
Leader of the Canadian Nationalist Party
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